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Summary

Chile, with its highly educated population, innate entrepreneurial. spirit in its private and public
sectors and liberal economic policies, bas achieved an enviable position among the counitries of
Latin America. Over the last ten years, its economy bas posted the region's most spectacular rate
of growth.

This economic growth lias influenced the pace of business in the country. Needs by individuals,
business firmns and govermnent organizations for modem, efficient communications systems and
equipment have driven the telecommunications sector, which grew by 600% between 1977 and
1994. The importance of this sector increased after the liberalization of the industry resulting
from Law 3A, enacted in March 1994.

However, the industry's various subsectors have not yet matured and display some shortcomings
with regard to regional coverage which will require time to adjust. The ratio of telephones to
population is stili too 10w (14.32 lies for every 100 Chileans) compared with the developed
countries and there is a major difference in the ratio between the urban centres and the regions.
The Santiago metropolitan area lias always enjoyed a monopoly over the other regions with
regard to installation of telephone lines, since most business firmus are located there. It is
therefore not surprising to fmnd that most of the planned investments in the industry up to the
year 2000 will be made in that city.

The saine applies to the cellular sector, whose ratio is only 1 % and the cable sector, wliich
covers 11 % of the total market (estimated at 3.4 million households) and 30 % of the potential
market (currently 1.3 million). Despite these low penetration rates, prospects for growth are
positive; the cellular growth rate is estimated at 30% per year and the cable ratio will reacli 50%
by the end of the century.

As regards specialized communications equipment like ATM, the Internet and EDI, the sector
is experiencing a remarkable boom. Growth rates of 20% a month have been recorded in these
sectors, which are important for improving the quality of communications in business firms,



and satellites, telephone exchanges and equipment and equipment to switch and transfer data,

voice and images (ATM, Internet and EDI networks).

To establish successfully ini Chile, Canadian companies must achieve a local presence by forniing

a strategic partnership, obtaining the services of a representative or opening an office in the

country. Penetrating this market requires frequent contacts with the major buyers, aggressive

marketing and a clear coxnmitmnent. Contacts and familiarity are essential when equipment and

services are offered under contract, and customers must have an assurance that the supplier

firmly intends to provide after-sales service and supply the required spare parts and equipment.



i-Introduction

Chile is currently growing at a fast rate. After 17 years of a military dictatorship which laid the
foundations for strong economic and social infrastructures, the Chilean economy was able to
survive the experience of massive privatization of public enterprises beginning in 1990. As a
resuit of the new liberal policies implemented by the Aylwin and Frei govemnments and the
massive investmnents resulting from privatization proceeds, the Chilean economy was able to post
record growth rates for several consecutive years.

This growth, combined with opening of the Chulean market to foreign investment, has driven
demand by certain economic sectors, resulting in an acceleration in the pace of business and a
higlier standard of living for Chuleans. These sectors include teleconimunications. Many business
opportunities exist for Canadian finns. Canada lias a higli world reputation for its
telecommunications expertise and an attack on the Chilean market would represent an attractive
opportunity.

1.1 Economic Qverview

1995 was another year of strong economic growth after a minor slackening of the pace during
the two previous years: 8.5% in 1995; compared with 4.2% and 6.3% in 1994 and 1993
respectively. Chile thus posted the strongest annual growth rate of the Latin American countries,
ahead of Peru (7 %) and Colombia (5 %). Argentina and Mexico posted negative growth 0f -2.5 %
and -5 % respectively. Projections for 1996 remain positive with growth of 7 % projected by the
Central Bank of Chile. In 1995, per capita GDP was US$4,700.

The current unemployment rate is 4.9%, but it is considered that this does not represent reality,
since about 25 % of the population is underemployed with a wage inadequate to cover essential

was



and ini 1994 it was CDN$75.3 million). Canada exports mainly wheat,
,ry, telecommunications and computer equipmeut and inining equipment.
ainly of fresh grapes, other fruit, wine, copper concentrate and seafood.

niuerai weatth, copper makes up a major proportion of Chilean exports. The
ekizng to diversify the export structure by encouragmng exports by other
Thus, in 1995, copper exports muade up 356 of the total, whereas in 1990

iomy basically consists of 10 major sectors, although the government is



1.2 Telecommunications Sector

The Chilean telecommunications sector is currently undergoing rapid development. A number
of companies are competmng to secure the largest market shares in the mndustry's various
subsectors (local, long distance and cellular telephone services, cable and other subsectors).
There have been so many franchise applications from local and foreign companies to provide
services after deregulation that the Chilean telecommunications sector is now considered
saturated.

According to a study by CTC (Compaflia de Telecomunicaciones de Chile), the GDP allocable
to the telecommunications sector grew by 600 % between 1977 and 1994. During 1994, a record
year for the sector, it represented 2.2% of the country's total GDP. The sector grew by 13%,
while the economy as a whole grew by only 4.2%.

Investmnent over the last five years totalled US$2.5 billion and it is estimated that the varlous
companies will invest the samne amount again by the year 2000. Despite the large investment so
far, much remains to be done to develop the network and extend it to every region of the
country. This may be the explanation for the large number of firins seeking to enter the market,
since there is still a potential to make profits as long as the sector is not completely saturated.

1.2.1 Market Size

As regards market size, the Chilean telecommunications market is still considered small. About
1.8 million telephone lines have been installed. In 1995, long distance calîs totalled about 1.8
billion minutes and overseas calîs 129 million minutes. By comparison, Chile bas an average of
14.32 telephone lines per 100 population, whereas the equivalent ratio in the United States is 58
(the average for Latin America is il lines per 100 population). There are undoubtedly regional



of 3.4 million households, representing a penetration rate of 11 % (with most customers loçated

in Santiago).

The conclusion that can be drawn from the foregoing is that the Chilean telecommunications

market is ini a growth phase. The market is characterized by fierce competition. A large

investmnent is still required to develop the various services in or4er to taise the Chileai'

teleconJmunicatiofs sector to a level comparable with that of the developed countries.

2. Profle of Sectors and Opportunities



10 billion Chilean pesos (US$25 million) in 1995 on total sales of 114.2 billion pesos, the result
of a positioning adjustment to meet the competition. The company's future investment plans
relate essentially to the local telephone service sector and PCS.

Entel provides local telephone service through its affiliate Entel Telefonia Local SA and cellular
service tbrough Telecom; it own 33 % of this company's shares, with the rest in the hands of the
American company Motorola.

VTR SA

VTR SA is 50.7% controlled by the Luksic Group and 40% by SouthWestemn Bell. Tt lias four
telecoimnunications affiliates: VTR Telecomunicaciones for provision of telephone services,
CNT Telefonia Del Sur for local telephone service, VTR Celular for cellular service and VTR
Telecable (VTR-Cablexpress) for cable. The company's future investment plans are concentrated
on private television (cable), cellular service and PCS.

2.1 Local Telephone Service

2. 1.1 CTC

As already indicated, the local telephone service monopoly was in the hands of CTC before
deregulation. During that period, CTC was responsible for installing telephone lines throughout
the country and for providing local telephone service. After liberalization and despite the fact
that there are now six other companies with franchises to provide local telephone service in
various regions of the country, CTC controls 95% of the lines and still bas a substantial market



requirements have been estimnated at 1. 8 million additional lines. This represents a market of

about US$2.1 billion, given that it costs about US$1,200 to instail a telephone line. It is

interesting to note here that local telephone service accounts for 63% of CTC's total sales.

The other six companies are completing the work in the regions where this is flot possible for

CTC. They may either agree with CTC to interconnect their networks or build their own

network, which may take longer.

2.1.2 Entel Telefonia Local



lines in operation during 1996-97 and reach 500,000 in the year 2000. The company will invest
US$75 million in 1996 and US$350 million in the year 2000.

Sur and Telcoy

>fonica Del Sur and Telcoy, affiliates of VTR Comunicaciones SA, operate basic
cze in southern Chule. CNT operates in regions X and XI and Telcoy in region
rrently extending its coverage. The area of expansion corresponds with regions
hich include the cities of Temuco, Concepcion, Chillan. and others.

US$300 million r 2000 to instail 370,000 additional
in its operating area and hopes to have
planned expansion area is considered
ilate. Furthermore, coverage is flot yet
population of 1.03 million and a ratio
- average in urban areas is il and the

,TC ]



Operating Area Number of Lines

Entire country 1,674,365

Regions X, XI and recently 75,000
V, VIII, IX and Santiago

Region XII 10,000



-stand-atone or buit-in telephone answering machines and the latest tetephone servicetecbnology: conferencing, cati waiting, last number dialled, etc.;
-PA-BX and muttiline telephones for companies.

2.2 Cable Television Service

The Chilean cable market is the fourth most developed market in Latin America after Argentina,Mexico and Brazil. This is an attractive market, since there are no restrictions on investment andthe technological level is higli. In 1996, the market will be more competitive and more higbly
developed with the arrivai of satellite television.

2.2.1 Market Size

At the end of 1995, there were about 400,000 cable customers in the country. There are 96,000subscribers in the northern area (distributed among regions I to V); UIH (United InternationalHolding, an American multinational), which controls Cableision, bas 81 % of the market andIntercom-Metropolis lias 19%. In the central area and the metropolitan region there are 220,000subscribers. VTR-Cablexpress bas 3 8% of the market and Intercom-Metropolis 62 %. Penetrationis low in the southern regions. There are 70,000 subscribers distributed among regions VI to X.VTR-Cablexpress bas 81 % and Intercom-Metropolis 19 %.

Mie potential market for cable is currently estimated at 1.33 million subscribers among the 3.4mnilion households that have a tetevision set. The present penetration rate is therefore 30% ofhe potential market and 11% of the total market. It is expected that there witl be a potential
market of 1.7 million subscribers by the end of the century.

[here us no doubt that the largest market in Chile is the capital, Santiago. Ini this region, thelistribution networks of the major suppliers overlap and keener competition is expected in future
iears. Total investments pianned for the metropolitan region atone are US$650 million. The)urpose of these investments is to extend and digitize the network and offer new services and



deliver telephone and cable service simultaneously, VTR can use the UIH network to expand

its telephone service in northern Chile.

The company has also annouiiced signature of a contract with Galaxy Latin America to deliver

television by satellite (the Directv project). VTR will therefore set up a new company, VTR

Galaxy Chile, with an investment of US$500 million. With this investment, it is hoped to cover

the needs of 5 million subscribers by the year 2000. Galaxy will transmit 114 television channels

and 60 music channels split between two digital video signl wîth a 425-line picture resolution.

2.2.3 Intercom-Metropolis

CTC recently merged the operations of its Intercom affiliate, in which it had 80% control, with
- -,"-,I- TT.A. 1,rmc nf tht- nçyreement. the



Metropolis which will contribute expertise ini television and additional coverage through its
subscriber network.

The plan is to begin with Premium channels (scrambled channels with a charge on top of the
charge for basic service) and Pay-Per-View, which the company may implement within two or
three years, since on the technical level these services require only shortwave frequencies.
Pay-per-view movi es may be included in the service at a later date.

During the first haîf of 1996, the company hopes to conduct a pilot trial to determine whether
the network meets ahl the required techuical specifications for proper operation of the system,
but also to test it from the business point of view: determine the demand structure, level of
acceptance of the service by dustomers and their willingness to pay.

In view of the country's socio-economic diversity, two sectors of the capital will be selected.
About 400 selected households in these two sectors will be connected to the system. The pilot
trial is divided into five phases over a three-year period. In 1996 the offering will include Pay-
Per-View, Pay-TV, segmented basic cable (a group of channels targeted at different socio-
econoxnic groups) and also telephone service on the saine network. Phase Two will be
implemented in 1997 with distance education, video gaines and digital music, while Phase Three
will include interactive gaines and Near Video on Demand (rotating movies). Telemedicine,
Video on Demand, Home Shopping and high-definition television will corne later during Phase
Four of the project, which will be the most comprehensive in terms of technological



2.3 Cellular Telephone Service

The cellular market in ( 3, which started up in 1989, is not developed as yet. At the end
on rate of slightly more than

of 1995 there were many
c reauirements of customers,

f the



BellSouth Chile has
services and discount
plans based on its
customers' needs. For

Cellular telephone service market shares
(Jan. 96)

VTR Celular CTC Celular

36.40%

Telecom

11.80%

Libres and the Plan Emergencia.

s will
Entel
while
latest



4 and 6 telephones for every 100,000 people, which translates to a total of 600,000 lines and
investments on the order of US$1 to 2 billion.

PCS offers a number of advantages compared with cellular telephone service. First, prices will
be around 30 to 40% lower than current cellular prices and equivalent to the cost of local
telenhone service. Customers will be able to choose from a larme number of service options



2.3.4 Market Opportunities

dlations applicable to the cellular sector, which restrict the number of companies
ir service to two in the same region, will change in the short terni. Although the
ogically advanced in Chile, there are opportunities for Canadians in the areas

terial and equipment.

)ptical fibre networks;
rig and design;
ation;
ming consulting services;
atellites, switching equipment and signal transmission;
runk lines;
technology conforming to the CUMA or TUMA standards;

-networks;



is flot yet fully determined. Thus, every price change and promotion by one company will induce

the others to follow, with the goal of securing a better position in the market.

Price competition impacted negatively on the financial resuits of the various companies operating

in the sector in 1995. Profits fell steeply by comparison with 1994. This was to be expected,



million in advertising costs and US$3.17 million for each point. Entel spent US$13.9 million
in 1995, or US$265,000 for each point.

3-Specialized Services

In addition to the services offered by the telephone
companies to users, other types of services are
targeted specifically at businesses. Services like ATM,
the Internet, PHS and other services are some of the Nan lon t mW
latest technological innovations of this century. In170%

general, these services will contribute to the pace of
business and upgrade connections between the various 37.17%

branches of a company, thus improving
communications. The consistent growth of the ChileanUSU
economy since 1996 and the innovative spirit of the
Chilean business community have driven demand for
these services- There rN mtnv nnnornlinitidtn fm



modernizing and optimizing their transmission and digital information processing structures from
and to different sources -- databases, photographic, audio or video datahases, located in or
outside the firm.

At the nresent time. more than 280 telephone companies worldwide have installed ATM



are conducted with foreign entities,
will facilitate links with foreign

American

CTC (the last two

were



monthly growth of 20%. With several service
)rld Wide Web), the sector now reaches some
,ommunications market. Experts agree that two
-1 in Chile: a strong contribution by the private
ýrn infrastructure. and the rate Dolicv based on



Products:
-Voice, data and image switching equipment;
-satellites to provide connections between entities using ATM service;
-software required to, instail and deliver EDI service;

4-Market Aceess

4. 1 Market Pen etration Strategies

market differ according to



Engineering Consulting Firms

Canadian consulting firms should consider three approaches that will allow them to effectively
penetrate the Chilean market.

1. The first approach assumes use of a local agent to identify potential projects for the
consultant. This is the minimum level of commitmnent that should be considered if the objective
is to penetrate the Chilean market.



'r sales of the
1ent, it should provide financial arrangements for
in Chile. The financial aspects of a purchase are

:lf in Chile, the Canadian company should consider a joint venture
office in the country or have a local agent. Penetrating this market
th the major buyers, aggressive marketing and a clear commitment.
essential when equipment and services are offered under contract,
assurance that they will receive after-sales service.

representative with care.
ts on the local market will

;sions to



FISA (Feria Internacional de Santiago)

visitors each year fro
ly in this fair which N~

ritries. More thar
ier 1996.



,ations sector and implementation of the new law is the
Telecomunicaciones). Law 3A contains provisions on

operation, the teleconinunications development fund,
ie first four years of the miilticarrier system. Since the
-elevant points in each provision will be mentioned.

criod of 30 years for public teleconinunications and

renewable for a siniilar period.

for installation and development of ancillary services.

ýrate limnited teleconimunications services (installation,
zation is valid for a 10-year period and is renewable.



6- Intermediate services providers may set up service centres for long distance calis.
Furthermnore, the PTS franchisee may provide public telephone service outside its franchise area.

eaions; development fÙnd for >rder to increas



PCS, Subtel developed and presented the "PCS White Paper" ini early December
)Cument contains general standards for this service and conditions governing
provide service. However, in view of the technical and financial problems of the
panies resulting fromn the rules in the document, it seems likely that some changes
)it, -especially since the process to award licences lias now been postponed (from,



6. KEY CONTACTS

6.1 CANADIAN GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS AND SERVICES IN CANADA

Dapnrtnw-nt of Fnrt-içm Affairs and International Trade Centres



Nova Scotia:
Central Guaranty Trust Tower
1801 Hollis Street
5th Floor
P.O. Box 940, Stn M
Halifax, NS B3J 2V9
Tel.: (902) 426-7540
Fax: (902) 426-2624



types of system designed to help Canada's trade
as organiziug development officers abroad match foreigu needs

; represeutatives Canadian capabilities. It provides usera with
f foreien information on the capabilities, experience and



and Services in Canada

Developuxent Agency (CIDA) under the ludustrial
Cooperation Prograni or CIDA/INC. CIDA's
Industrial Cooperation Prograni provides financial
contributions to stimulate Canadian private-sector
involvement in developing countries by supporting
long-terni business relationships such as joint
ventures and licensing arrangements. INC supports
the development of linkages with the private sector
in Chile encouraging Canadian enterprises to share
their sklls and experiences with partners in Chile,
and other couutries. A series of INC niechanisms
help enterprises to establish mutually beneficial
collaborative arrangements for the transfer of
technology and the creation of emplovment in



ships with
tic region to



Saskatchewan:
S.J. Cohen Building
119-4th Avenue South

5A6 Suite 601
P.O. Box 2025

4030 Saskatoon, SK S7K 5X2
Tel.: (306) 975-4373
Fax: (306) 975-5484

rsification
Toll free within Regina city limits
Tel.: (306) 780-6725



-2739



IRAP Office
National Research Council
Montreal Road
Building M-55
Ottawa, ON K1A OR6
Tel.: (613) 993-5326
Fax: (613) 952-1086

-35-



PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATIONS IN CANADA

Americas (CCA) is a Canadian Freight Forwarders Association
in 1987 to promote (CFFA)

:rican and Caribbean Box 929
events and Streetsville, ON L5M 2C5

i business and Tel.: (905) 567-4633
etween Canada and Fax: (905) 542-2716
also publishes a

Canadian Standards Association (CSA)



ate of Chile - Vancouver
st Georgia



6.4 CANADIAN GOVERNMENT IN CHILE



TELECOMMUNICATIONS COMPANLiES IN CMLE

rdeaciones de Chile TELEX-CHJILE

Antonio Bulnes, Directeur Général, Chilesat
ýsident Planification Ramoni Valclivieso, Directeur Général, TelexChÎue

Gérant de Plarsflcation et Mirconada del Salto 202 (Palacio Riesco)



6.6 PRINciPAL AGENTS

Suppliers of Satellite Services Tel: (562) 696-9102

Alphacomm Alcatel Standard Electrie S.A.

Apoquindo 6415, of.97
Sandago de Chue Av. Il de Septiembre 2350
Tel: (562) 201-7407, 229-7735 Santiago de Chile

Tel: (562) 230-3000

KuhnLtda.
Scharfstein S.A.

Marin 97
Santiago de Chile Jose Scharfstein, Président
Tel: (562) 222-7260 Av. Santa Maria 510
Fax: (562) 634-4631 Santiago de Chile

Tel: (562) 737-2020

Helios Telecomunicaciones
Bitelco Telecomunicaciones

Joaquin Falabella Garcia, Président
Av. Jorge Alessandri 515 Alberto Fuentes Fernandez, Directeur Général

Santiago de Chile Av. Manuel Montt 1538
Tel: (562) 273-1849, 273-3480 Santiago de Chile

Fax: (562) 273-1956 Tel: (562) 209-1221
Fax: (562) 225-1074

Lenkurt Telecomunicaelones Ltda.
Nicom S.A.

Estado 10, of.301
Santiago de Chile Vicente Gonzalez Vasquez, Directeur Général

Tel: (562) 696-2210 Av. Suecia 1821
Fax: (562) 696 -0150 Santiago de Chile

Tel: (562) 209-9436

Rimpex Chile S.A.

Jaime Valenzuela Carvallo, Directeur Général
Av. Pedro de Valdivia 1667 Hess May S.A.
Santiago de Chile
Tel: (562) 223-5721 Teatinos 425
Fax: (562) 223-1129 Santiago de Chile

Multffine and PABX Equipment i e:(6)6681

Operators Importadora P&D

Promtel Ltda. Teatinos 602
Santiago de Chile

Huerfanos 1117,of.1020 Tel: (562) 671-8531

Sandiago de Chile

- 40 -



Ingelsac

Gerd Borgstedt Hausser, Directeur Général
Av. Holanda 64
Santiago de Chile
Tel: (562) 231-0000

Philips Chilena S.A.

Anton Molenaar, Président Exécutif
Av. Santa Maria 760
Santiago de Chile
Tel: (562) 777-0038
Fax: (562) 735-3594

Switch S.A.

Gallays Telecomunicaciones S.A.

Fernanado Gallyas, Directeur Général
Av. Salvador 1318
Providencia, Santiago de Chile
Tel: (562) 225-9001
Fax: (562) 225-9781

Instacom S.A.

Gerardo Marti, Directeur Général
Av. SantaElena 2222
Santiago de Chile
Tel: (562) 550-2795
Fax: (562) 550-2790

Nicoletti Comunicacion

Arturo Nicoletti franceschini, Directeur Général
Lira 81, of.6
Santiago de Chile
Tel: (562) 639-2046
Fax: (562) 632-2677



Incotel Ltda.



6.7 Service Suppliers

Server Ingeneria

Monjitas 843-A, of.33
Santiago de Chile
Tel: (562) 632-1296

Coasin Chile Ltda.
(représentant de Newbridge Networks Corp.)

Raul Ciudad de la Cruz, Président
Holanda 1310, Providencia
Santiago de Chile
Tel: (562) 225-0643
Fax: (562) 274-4588

Interexport Ltda.
(voir section précédente)

Général



Agents



6.9 Institutionls interested in the Telecommunictions Indust]rY

Subtel (Subsecretarla de Telecomunicaciones)

Gregorio San Martin, Directeur Général
Amunatégui 139
Casilla 99,Correo2l
Santiago de Chile
Tel: (562) 672-6503
Fax: (562) 699-5138

Consejo Nacional de Television

Pilar Armanet, Présidente du Conseil
Moneda 1020, Piso 4
Santiago de Chile
Tel: (562) 698-2306

Ixnportadores A.G.

Asociacion Nacional Chilena de Empresas de
Informatica A.G.- ACHEI

Osvaldo Schaerer, Président
Av. Sauta Maria 508, Providencia
Santiago de Chile
Tel: (562) 777-9530
Fax: (562) 777-8681

Corporacion Privada de Empresas e
Instituciones Usuarlas de la Informatic-a y las
Telecomunicaciofls- ASEUCI

Rodolfo Retamales, Président
Triana 849
Santiago de Chile
Tel: (562) 274-8573
Fax: (562) 274-0105
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